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Excerpt: . EMBERS The room was small, but the twilight
shadows made it appear larger. An iron bedstead; two tables,
one covered with papers, the other with a white cloth; a chair
by the door, and on it a mudsplashed pair of trousers and a
dirty shirt, with a pair of old slippers, trodden down at the
heels, underneath; a black, shiny armchair, its horsehair
stuffing protruding in places; a deal chest of drawers--this was
all the furniture. No kind of ornament, bare walls, not a spot of
colour to relieve the cheerlessness. Yet presently, as one looked,
two or three details betrayed something of the individuality of
the occupant. The papers on the writing-table were arranged
in neat stacks; the shirt on the chair had been carefully folded;
the slippers lay side by side; but it was the mechanical precision
of habit, and not...
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Very beneficial to all category of folks. We have study and that i am sure that i will planning to go through yet again
again in the future. Its been printed in an extremely straightforward way in fact it is just soon a er i finished reading
this pdf where actually changed me, alter the way i really believe.
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Comprehensive information! Its this sort of great go through. It really is rally interesting throgh studying time. I am just
quickly can get a satisfaction of looking at a created pdf.
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